The powerful camera on the XP8 turns into a ultra-smart, ultra-capable, durable barcode scanner. Gone are the days of carrying separate scanners. The XP8 is one of the most reliable smartphones on the market.

Introducing SonimWare

The all-in-one solution for device provisioning, configuration, deployment, management, and security that new updates are available. It provides utility tools, applications and utilities designed specifically for reducing on-screen distractions when working in hazardous environments. You need durability, but you also need the ability to manage devices quick and easy.

SONIMWARE

• LMR interoperability
• Accessories that support full PTT functionality
• Carrier-integrated
• Over-the-top (OTT)

SonimWare offers support for variety of third-party late and MDM solutions including VMWare, Microsoft InTune, and IBM MaaS360. Sonim works with leading application developers to provide integrated solutions that work seamlessly with SonimWare.

Features

• Audible On-Device Alarm
• Send instant messages and location data to emergency contacts with the press of a button.
• Configurable tones and alerts
• Multiple ways to transmit data
• Customizable tones and alerts

SMS and SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATIONS

• Silent Passenger
• GPS Tracking
• Silent Passenger
• Silent Passenger

Set up your organization. Built to withstand, SonimWare is your one-stop-shop for exceeding. The streamlined layout also focuses on what matters most, ensuring that new updates are available.

Customer success story: Good Day Coffee

"SonimWare’s intuitive setup wizard was easy to use and was embedded within our daily operations, allowing us to maximize the productivity of both workers and management."